San Diego Opera’s Department of Education

Making Connections: Music and Science

B I O LO GY C O N N E C T I O N S

Lesson 5: Music And The Brain
Prior Knowledge:

During the past four lessons we have described the process of making sound, caring for our voices and
anatomy of making sound. These lessons have focused on human physiology. This next lesson crosses into
the area of cognitive science, which is the science of how our brain works.

Vocabulary:

Key:
Major: musical scales that reflect a positive or hopeful sound.
Minor: musical scales that reflect a negative or foreboding sound.
Pitch: the range of high and low sounds.
Neurochemicals: chemicals produced in the brain that create emotions. They include:
Prolactin, Dopamine and Oxytocin.

Big Idea:

The ear, like the voice, is a series of muscles and organs, which produce or receive sound and send them
to the brain. But how do these muscles and organs create an emotional effect on someone who is
listening to music?
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History Of The Musical Brain:
It is believed that humans sang before they spoke: to keep oral history, to remember how to do things,
to mate and to celebrate religion. The part of the brain activated by music is one of the oldest regions
of the brain. The area in our brain, which processes language, also processes music. Spoken language
probably developed from singing.
By the time a child is five years old, the brain has developed a sophisticated sense of music. This is true
even for children who have no formal musical training. A child of five knows when a chord progression
is complete or incomplete, knows the difference between a major and minor key, and can predict if a
pitch will go up or down. Just as a young child can identify subtleties in spoken word, a child can make
the same insights with music and sung words.
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Try This!

Listen to the below musical selections that are new to you. As you listen to this new music, make some
predictions about the key of the song. Is it major or minor? Can you predict when the pitch of the
music will go up or down? What emotions did you feel listening to the music? What emotions were
presented in the song? Record your answers here.
Selection

Is the Key Major
or Minor?

At the end or each phrase, Emotions Felt
predict if the musical
pitch will go up or down? Emotions Expressed

Music Sample #1

Music Sample #2

Music Sample #3

Chances are very good that you were able to successfully identify the key, pitch changes and identify
the emotions conveyed in the music even though you had never heard the music before, because our
brains are built to decode language and music.
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Why Does Music Make Us Feel Certain Emotions?

Listening to music creates a surge of certain chemicals in the body. Music that is soothing or calming
causes the brain to produce prolactin, a chemical found in mother’s milk. Music that excites the listener
produces dopamine, which makes the listener feel elated. When people sing together, a hormone called
oxytocin makes people feel trust and intimacy.

Wrap Up:

This final lesson examined some of the aspects of what it is that makes us human. We have a keenly
developed sense of how to interpret the human voice and its many qualities.
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